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JUVENILE OFFENDING — DERBY 
Statement 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [9.50 pm]: I do not often make adjournment statements but as 
members know, I live in Derby. One of the problems besetting Derby is a significant level of juvenile crime. It is 
rather interesting when we look at the commentary on Facebook, and we have seen it all before in previous towns. 
Some comments I would like to read in are by David Cooney made on Friday 1 November 2019. He states — 

I am now into my sixth year of living and working in Derby. I have enjoyed the vast majority of my time 
here very much, meeting mostly ripper people, building a business, buying a home and exploring all the 
Kimberley has to offer. For a little over five of these years I have experienced no crime whatsoever, nothing. 
Since January of this year, I have had three home invasions involving a fair bit of theft and destruction, 
a car stolen, and have been physically assaulted in my office. The most recent advice as to how to alleviate 
these attacks was, “… to close the curtains … Then, last night about 4 am, three young adult indigenous 
males (not kids) attempted to smash my front door in with an axe. I confronted them with my fish donga 
(talk about taking a knife to a gunfight), though back peddled pretty quick when the one with the axe 
lunged at me screaming for my car keys, when I refused he then smashed a couple windows on both the 
cars, the others lobbing rocks at me over the fence. 
I feel the time has come for all those people who hold leadership positions in town, both elected and appointed, 
to realise and accept that whatever strategies, programs, schemes, and plans they and their agencies currently 
have in place to tackle these issues, are simply not working. The community is, I believe, in real trouble; 
people are getting stoned in their cars and hospitalised as they drive to and from volunteering efforts! Families 
are packing up and leaving town, businesses are failing, property is being vandalised, stolen and destroyed. 
In my own personal experience, in this town you are no longer safe asleep at night in your own home. 
There is an anger developing amongst many of the people I know here, there is a feeling of resignation 
and defensiveness creeping in. There are tourism websites warning potential visitors to steer clear of 
Derby—too much theft, too much crime, too much personal danger. People still seem to think there will 
be massive private infrastructure investment here in the near term—with this kind of lawlessness and 
escalating violence, well, I’ll be happy if I’m wrong, but I can’t see it happening. 
The time is here for change. I believe leadership in any arena is based on breadth of experience, 
imagination and persuasion—the ability to galvanize people to follow a vision. To paraphrase Paul Keating: 
“....if you can’t imagine a better landscape,… there is no way you are going to get one.....In the end, if 
the creativity is not there, the output will look meagre and dull, which is what it mostly looks like these 
days.” I think a more apt description of the current state of our little town and community would be hard 
to find. 
I implore the leaders of all agencies in town to come together, accept the current state of play and your 
agency’s role in it with no fear of repercussion; evaluate and refocus your efforts, get creative, be bold, 
try the “left field” ideas; work together in a concerted and coordinated way. Try to understand that 
nobody, nobody, actually wants another handout, what people mostly want from their community leaders 
is a framework in which they can run their own lives, care for their families, keep themselves happy and 
safe. We don’t have that right now. 
Please, before someone takes matters into their own hands and hurts one of these criminals, just try 
something different. There is a tipping point not far around the corner. There has been public consultation 
aplenty. The problems are known. 
The solutions may not be clear, I’m quite sure I don’t have all the answers, but surely the time has come 
for some decisive and creative leadership, for an alternate approach. 

I want to talk briefly to that if I may. Over many years up in the Kimberley we have had social dysfunction, but 
we have been able to address it with funding packages that have really worked well, such as the Yiriman Project. 
A group called the Jalaris Aboriginal Corporation, was, interestingly enough, funded for an eight-year program by 
Hon Ken Wyatt. Unfortunately, when Mr Abbott took over that portfolio, he cancelled the funding. What we need 
is funding in the region, for the region, by the region—not distribution decisions from the Perth metropolitan area. 
I will mention three reports and I will seek leave to table the “Derby Youth Drug and Alcohol Project Report 
July 2006”, which is an incredible document, with pathways forward in all of these areas. Those pathways were 
being met until funding both at a state and federal level disappeared. We now have extra police going into Derby 
for a short term, the idea being to just calm things down. The police will be out again by February, but that is 
no good, because just calming things down does not fix the systemic problem that there is nothing for the kids to 
do in the town. When Jalaris was running, the kids had motorcycles out on the mudflats, billiard tables and 
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a whole raft of very simple occupations that kept them out of trouble. The Derby local justice plan for 2007–10 
articulated the way forward on behalf of the community, with the community. There was also a briefing paper, the 
“Working Together Report”, which was prepared for Hon Alan Carpenter, MLA, who was the then Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs, and there have been many more. In 1995, a women’s conference up there with Pam Buchanan 
at the helm looked at these issues. They were exactly the same issues that we face today. It is beholden on us and 
the government to actually look at the way the problems can be fixed and to not turn it into a crime wave, throw 
our hands up in the air and chuck some more police at it. That does not work. 
Having mentioned those three reports, I think it is really important that I encourage the government to actually 
work with the community and the various organisations that are up there and provide the funding needed to keep 
those organisations running that support the kids and the diversionary programs, whether it be the Yiriman Project, 
the Jalaris group or any other model. I appeal to this house and the government to do something along those lines. 
Crime, in this instance, cannot be fixed by more police in the area. 
I wish to table “Derby Youth Drug and Alcohol Project Report July 2006”. 
Leave granted. [See paper 3403.]  
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